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ESCAPING       ordinaryTHE

Silver Spring chefs Terry McGrath and Gail Nyland prepare a 
variety of raw food dishes in the farm house’s modern kitchen. 

OPPOSITE TOP: Owner, Sue Tennant, picks some herbs in her front 
porch tower gardens. MIDDLE: A raspberry “un-cheesecake” is a 

centerpiece on the kitchen’s spacious countertops. BOTTOM LEFT: 
Blanketed in fresh snow, the main house at Silver Springs glitters 

in the wintery morning sunlight. BOTTOM RIGHT: Guests seated in 
the dining room, nestled beside a cozy custom-built pizza oven, are 

offered a delightful view into the open-concept kitchen. SThe rural retreat, located at the top of Beaver Valley near Feversham, is hidden 
among backcountry gravel roads. It is a peaceful place, surrounded by forest, fields 
and rivers; the perfect setting for Sue Tennant to begin hosting interfaith retreats, 
which over the years would morph into something else entirely. 

Today, Silver Springs is a 139-acre refuge from the modern world. People travel 
across Ontario to take part in health and wellness workshops, celebrate weddings 
and host corporate meetings or family reunions. 

“I was looking for a retreat centre,” explains Sue, who founded the Ontario 
chapter of the World Inter-faith Education Association in 1992, which establishes 
learning resources for teachers and clergy to educate about religious difference 
and commonality. “We were breaking new ground in the area of interfaith, which 
is why I wanted so badly to start holding retreats, which we did here for seven 
years,” she adds.

She began hosting culinary events at the property to help fund the centre’s 
other activities and eventually the culinary retreats began to take centre stage.

The home’s state-of-the-art kitchen was the only room in the 165-year-old 
farm house that was updated when the couple moved in. The spacious cookery is 
complete with a custom pizza oven, situated against a rough field stone wall. The 
copper hood was fabricated by Quality Air Systems and the masonry work was 
completed by Dominic Arcaro. The oven is a dual blessing, producing gourmet 
pizzas and heating the dining room on chilly mornings. A backdoor entrance 
leads into a food prep area, once a greenhouse, and onto the porch, which Sue has 
converted into a herb garden complete with overflowing planters from Riverside 
Greenhouses and tower gardens by JoAnne Fleming-Valin.

The kitchen is now central in the retreat’s health and wellness programs, 
which began in October. Top among the new features is Terry McGrath, a local 
chef with 20 years experience who specializes in raw cuisine. Many of the ongoing 
workshops feature his delicious dishes.

“I’ve been moving into plant-based cooking and raw food, which is a new 
adventure for me in the past couple of years,” explains Terry. His specialty makes 
for a splendid pairing with the new health and wellness aspects of Silver Springs. 
“The benefits are numerous. The enzymes are still alive in raw food, they’re easier 
to digest and help prevent disease,” extols Terry. Continued on page 20

Silver Springs Retreat was anything but just 
a home to the Tennants; it was a place where 
their dreams could come to fruition. 
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Beyond the kitchen is an endless parade of rooms, including the dining 
room, sitting areas and bedroom upon bedroom.

Silver Springs is synonymous with warmth and comfort, with gas 
fireplaces and original woodstoves featured in every room. Adorning the 
walls are works of original art, which Sue and Derek have collected during 
their travels, as well as characteristic pieces of antique furniture.

“We acquired a lot of the antiques from Florida and Mexico,” she 
says. Many of the artworks featured prominently in the living spaces are 
original reproductions of Tom Thompson’s work. “I love art; I’m an avid 
art collector,” she explains.

Sue’s favourite room is a charming country bedroom with a four-
season screened-in porch offering sweeping panoramas of the property.

RIGHT: A full en suite in 
contrasting black and white 
is a classic accompaniment 

to one of the upstairs 
bedrooms.

FAR RIGHT: Exposed 
wooden beams reveal the 

sitting room’s true location 
in the property’s renovated 
barn. BELOW LEFT: A desk 

nook and book shelves 
transform a comfortable 

sitting area into a study in 
the home’s new addition. 
BELOW RIGHT: A rustic 

floor-to-ceiling stone 
fireplace provides warmth 

and light in the dining room.

LEFT: An insulated closed-in porch, complete with wood stove, offers sweeping 
views of the Silver Springs property no matter the weather. BELOW: The home’s 
main living area is adorned in blue and white décor, Sue’s favourite colour 
palette, and original artwork from the Tennants’ travels in western Canada.

“We can accommodate 40 guests for meals or meetings and 26 
overnight,” says project manager Catherine Smart. Though 12 bedrooms 
is a lot, Sue had no problem decorating. Each room is special with its 
own motifs. Some are airy and light, ideal spring-time getaways, others 
are warm and intimate, a welcoming invitation during cooler months. A 
number of rooms contain custom pine sleigh beds from Kaon Furniture 
as centerpieces. 

“We haven’t changed the footprint of the buildings,” says Sue. “The 
previous owners added the addition but never finished it.” 

Without impacting the property, the Tennants have transformed Silver 
Springs; modernizing the house and completing the addition with help 
from local carpenters David L. Whyte and Ben Patey and materials from 
S&S Timber Mart. During the nine years they called it home, the original 
barn was also renovated.

“They’ve done a great job preserving the character of the barn while still 
making it comfortable,” says Catherine. The barn hosts bedrooms, a soon-
to-be spa and a conference centre. If not for the low ceilings, large doors and 
exposed wood beams, guests wouldn’t know they are sleeping in a barn.

Continued on page 24
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The foyer at the retreat centre 
functions as a gateway between the 
natural beauty of the original farm 
house and the modern addition. 
Expansive windows and cathedral 
ceilings provide plenty of welcoming 
natural light to arriving guests.

SPECIALIZING IN
• Concrete Overlays • Acid Staining  

• Repairs & Restoration
• Epoxy & Urethane Coatings  

• Concrete Cleaning & Re-Sealing • Indoor & Outdoor

www.concretefx.ca     info@concretefx.ca
226.668.7133

“That’s concrete?!!!
Impressive!”

theoldbarngranite.ca

Your local source for Granite, Marble and Quartz Counter Tops
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The home first belonged to the Fenwick family and functioned as a saw 
mill, but has long since been called Silver Springs. Though the mill no longer 
stands, the small river that powered it remains a picturesque attraction. A 
foot bridge and large glassy ponds surrounding Black Creek offer scenic 
viewing, fishing and swimming opportunities when the weather warms. 

In the winter, activities abound, including snowshoeing, cross country 
skiing, hiking, bonfires, wine tastings, massages and cosying up by the 
home’s many hearths.

Sue and Derek first came to Silver Springs from Toronto 15 years ago 
and these days Sue can still be found living at the property for weeks 
at a time. “I was here most of the summer, I stay here a lot,” she says. 
“I love being at Silver Springs, but we’re looking to retire or move on 
at some point.”

Though Sue and Derek now call Collingwood home, the farm 
house remains a rare treat and pleasant break for the many visitors 
each year.  OH

This second-level suite with slanted ceilings and a wood stove 
showcases the original wood and stone features of the home. 
BELOW LEFT: Turning a large window alcove into a day bed, 
which doubles as a second sleeping area, is a clever use of space 
in a guest bedroom. BELOW RIGHT: An overlarge antique wood 
bench is a stunning and unique bedroom addition. 
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BRUCE COUNTY CUSTOM CABINETS  will build 
you the kitchen, bath or built-in of your dreams—our 
in-house interior designer and expert trades people will 
bring your vision to life. We’ll complete any renovations 
you require and source and supply the following:

Renovations, Design, Cabinets, Plumbing, Electrical, Flooring, Painting,  
Finishing Touches and More …We Do It All!
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